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Bethany Kwan: To read the abstracts and view the posters for the Best of COPRH Con presenters, visit 
https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/posters2021/  

Bethany Kwan: Select Best of COPRH Con 

Bethany Kwan: Learn about hybrid effectiveness-implementation designs here: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3731143/  

Bethany Kwan: and here: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0165178119321687?via%3Dihub  

Bethany Kwan: Find Dr. Garner's poster here: https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202182/  

Amy Huebschmann: We welcome all attendees to put questions in the chat for Dr. Garner -- and to do the same 
for our other presenters.  We will do a brief question between presentations and have some panel discussion at 
the end. 

Cole Hooley: Nice work Bryan!! How did you measure sustainment? 

Bethany Kwan: Dr. Kenzie's abstract and poster: https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202136/  

Borsika Rabin (she/her): Really interesting approach to visualize qualitative data, Dr. Kenzie!! Has this been used in 
other fields? How did you first learn about this approach? 

Bryan Garner (RTI International): Thanks, Cole! Sustainment was measured 6-months after the ATTC Strategy 
support for all organizations ended and was measured via staff survey. About 1/3 of orgs in both conditions had at 
least some level of sustainment, but it didn't differ by condition. However, at least we had about 1/3 having some 
level of sustainment, which is better than zero. :-) 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): @Dr.Kenzie - thank you!! Look forward to seeing how it evolves! I am also thinking of 
understanding adaptations. 

Bethany Kwan: Dr. Pittman's abstract and poster: https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202194/  

Katy Trinkley: I love the emphasis on rapid methods! Something that often seems like a hurdle for so much of our 
stakeholder work. 

Bethany Kwan: Dr. Stadnick's abstract and poster: https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202119/  

Russell Glasgow: Love the Micro board example… anyone have a reference for this? 

AmuraC: 
https://miro.com/?utm_source%3Dgoogle%26utm_medium%3Dcpc%26utm_campaign%3DS|GOO|BRN|US|EN-
EN|Brand|Phrase%26utm_adgroup=%26utm_custom%3D12507617016%26utm_content%3D504678819275%26u

https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/posters2021/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3731143/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0165178119321687?via%3Dihub
https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202182/
https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202136/
https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202194/
https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202119/
https://miro.com/?utm_source%3Dgoogle%26utm_medium%3Dcpc%26utm_campaign%3DS|GOO|BRN|US|EN-EN|Brand|Phrase%26utm_adgroup=%26utm_custom%3D12507617016%26utm_content%3D504678819275%26utm_term%3Dmiro%20board%26matchtype=p%26device=c%26location=9028744&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIkpKHzO7i8AIVx21vBB3KUASLEAAYASAAEgLs1vD_BwE
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tm_term%3Dmiro%20board%26matchtype=p%26device=c%26location=9028744&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIkpKHzO7i8
AIVx21vBB3KUASLEAAYASAAEgLs1vD_BwE  

Margaret Crane: https://jamboard.google.com is a simple version of this too! 

Russell Glasgow: Use of theory of change (love ‘logic model on steroids comment) might be interesting cross-group 
discussion…way to incorporate several of the recommendations Dr. Mittman made….. how did it work for 
community stakeholders? 

Bethany Kwan: Dr. Vanderhout's abstract and poster: https://coprhcon.learningtimesevents.org/202116/  

Borsika Rabin (she/her): Thank you @Dr. Stadnick for sharing our work! 

Borsika Rabin (she/her): @Dr. Glasgow - community members engaged really well in this process. Hardest task was 
think about measures but once examples were provided, they were very productive! 

Nicole Stadnick (she/her): @Dr. Glasgow and @Margaret Crane, the Theory of Change process was well-received 
by our community stakeholders. It was a structured process that offered ample time for discussion. A critical part 
was that each meeting was led by our community partners at the Global Action Research Center. They are well-
respected and influential community leaders so trust was already established with many of the CAB members. 
Miro was also very easy-to-use and helped with interaction! 

Russell Glasgow: What do people think about issues of collecting PROs around social needs- pros and cons and 
their use going forward to address health equity issues… 

James Pittman: @Dr. Glasgow, there is a growing interest and effort to collect social determinants of health 
information in the VA.   

Demetria McNeal: @Dr. Glasgow - collecting PROs are indeed needed however I submit that while collecting that 
information around social needs, we also collect the data around the availability of resources or lack thereof to 
support the social needs.   

Amy Huebschmann: Placing this in chat for now -- will verbally call this out in a moment, as well.  What's coming 
up next:  

Bethany Kwan: the dicemethods.org tool lets users choose which stage of research stakeholders will be engaged in 

Amy Huebschmann: what's next? - break with 'hallway conversation' if you have questions or want to chat with Dr. 
Kwan -- if want a primer on pragmatic trials, then join Megan's introductory talk at 12:30 - otherwise reconvene at 
1pm for the concurrent sessions - either the D&I or the data science track. 
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Russell Glasgow: @Dr McNeal and others- thx for great comments and insight on SDOH PROs 

Bethany Kwan: Dr. Rodger Kessler's talk on PRO measures tomorrow morning may be of interest! 

Erin Kenzie: Thank you so much everyone -- this was a lot of fun 

Bethany Kwan: Thank you, panelists! That was fantastic - lightning fast and informative! 


